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Overview 

•  Operation of  an Long Wavelength Array Station 
•  Manual vs. automated 

•  The Swarm Concept 

•  eLWA as a Swarm Telescope 

•  Implications for the operation of  ngVLA 



LWA1 Operations 

•  People, e-mails, text files, and spreadsheets 



LWA1 Operations 



LWA1 Operations 

•  The manual approach worked well ok for many years 

•  Biggest problems were: 
•  Sending the spreadsheet around caused occasional 

versioning problems 

•  Manual entry of  all values allows for typos. 

•  Response time to problems was slow 
•  Environmental conditions, system problems, etc. 

•  This made things like triggered observations difficult to 
impossible 



Rise of the Machine 



The HAL System 



The HAL System 



The Swarm Telescope 

•  The swarm concept was developed as a way to control 
a distributed array under the constraint that each 
element is independently operated 
•  LWA a stations owned and operated by different 

universities 

•  Each stations would have its own set of  science and idle 
time would be used to synthesize a larger array 

•  Two parts for this: 
•  HAL as a way to manage the stations and respond to 

triggers 

•  SmartCopy as a way to deal with the data in a non-
conflicting way 



A Swarm of Dipole 
Arrays 

•  The swarm concept is what powers the current eLWA 
system 

•  VLA 4-band sessions trigger LWA1 and LWA-SV so 
that they can follow along 
•  HAL/SAL deal with the scheduling and interrupting 

observations in order to follow along  

•  SmartCopy deals with aggregating the LWA data for 
offline correlation 

•  System can be expanded with other stations or to 
support other modes (meteor, solar, etc.) 



A Swarm of Dishes 

•  The swarm concept may also be of  interest to ngVLA 
•  Large of  number of  elements over a wide area 

•  Need to be happy with 90% 

•  Weather or other environmental conditions will be 
different across the array 

•  Observations will need to be able to use what is good and 
ignore the rest 

•  This can also be used to create new behavior in the 
array 
•  Think self  organizing beam formed clusters for VLBA tie-

ins 



A Swarm of Dishes 

•  The swarm concept also impacts other areas of  
operations 
•  Smart telescope control requires strong coupling of  the 

software and the hardware 
•  Predictive failure analysis possible through data mining 

which can be used to improve the software 

•  Dynamic allocation of  resources means that many 
projects may run at once with sub-arrays 
•  Time allocation may be dynamic with dishes x time under 

some baseline distribution constraint 

•  Possibility to optimize other variables in operation, i.e., 
data transport or correlator load 



Automation 
Advantages 

•  Automation is key to operating multi-element 
arrays under constraints of  availability, reliability, 
and efficiency 
•  Provides 24/7 monitoring and response to a variety 

of  conditions 

•  Helps reduce the load on people so that can focus 
on what automation is not good at 

•  NRAO and ngVLA can benefit from the swarm 
concept of  control and operations 
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